Preview
Eyes-on With Future Hits!

“DICE WANTS BATTLEFIELD V
TO BE A FRESH TAKE ON WWII,
IN A NUMBER OF WAYS”

This is the currently unnamed star of the War Stories chapter set north of the Arctic
Circle in Norway. We know she’s a resistance fighter, and we hope she wraps up warm.
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The new Airborne multiplayer mode has players spawning in a plane and picking their
drop point – Tilted Towers, anyone?
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battlefield V

You can customise your squad’s
outfits, weapons, and warpaint – in any
colour, as long as it’s Braveheart blue.

Format PS4, XO, PC Publisher EA
Developer DICE ETA 19 October

Battlefield V
War, what is it good for? Emotional
tales and online chaos, natch

W

orld War II, it seems,
is officially back in
fashion. Old
warhorses will no
doubt remember
the endless
beach-storming and bunker-clearing
of the early noughties, but eventually
the Nazis were deposed as FPS Enemy
Number One by zombies, and military
shooters moved to the modern day.
Now, like Call Of Duty before it, one of
the veterans of that time is going back
to the beaches.

You’ll be able to give your favourite tank a custom paint job, and kit it out with
sandbags and assorted doodads.
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Or not, as the case may be. Developer
DICE is keen to emphasise that it wants
Battlefield V to be a fresh take on WWII, in
a number of ways.
In the single-player War Stories –
which stick close to the format of its
predecessor – that means recreating
relatively unseen parts of the history, and
telling more human stories. DICE teases
the story of a Norwegian resistance
fighter trying to save her family from the
occupying German forces, and mentions
that we can also expect to visit the front

in North Africa, and the Luftwaffedevastated city of Rotterdam.
But while the campaign is going for
strong emotions, multiplayer is all about
japes. This is the most colourful Battlefield
has been since 2008’s Bad Company,
investing the muddy trenches of the front
with a surprisingly adventurous spirit.

Bomber jackets

The first thing that jumps out is the
distinctive look of each soldier. Faces are
daubed in warpaint, custom decals are
slapped onto jackets, prosthetic limbs
hint at previous battles. You can also play
as a woman – a marked improvement on
Battlefield 1, which only added female
soldiers in a DLC expansion.
Customisation is front and centre – not
only for characters, but your vehicles and
weapons too. DICE says options for the
latter will go far beyond the standard
weapon skins, with half a dozen
interchangeable parts on every gun. Ever
wanted a walnut-stock rifle with gold
trim? You’re in luck.
The same attitude applies to
playstyles. Everything can be tweaked to
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Historic Battlefields

Count with us now: 1942, 2, 1, V. just don’t hire DICE to teach maths

Battlefield 1942
2002

Establishing the series’ preoccupation with odd
numbering straight out the gate, this was the very
first game. Don’t worry if you haven’t played the
first 1,941, though – it’s just the year that Americans
think the war started in.

Battlefield 2: Modern Combat
2005

For its first foray onto consoles, Battlefield jumped
ahead to the present day – or, more accurately, the
far-flung future of 2007. Surprisingly enough, it
actually beat its longtime shooter rival to the modern
warfare punch by two whole years.

Battlefield 1
2016

After over a decade of near-future warfare, DICE
turned back the clock to 1918 and, numerically
speaking, its first game. Telling the stories of half
a dozen allied forces, War Stories is the series’
most-praised single-player campaign to date.

Battlefield Hardline
2015

But remember – conflicts
between foreign powers
aren’t the only kind of war.
There’s also the war on crime,
and Miami is as much a
battleground as the Western
Front. Alas, this game of cops
and robbers quickly ended
up in gaming jail.

“WITH YOUR BUILDING TOOL YOU
CAN CONSTRUCT EVERYTHING FROM
BARBED WIRE TO TANK STOPPERS”
fit your preferences. you can strap better
armour onto your tank, trading mobility
for resilience, or specialise your favourite
class, turning a generic assault soldier
into a grenadier or paratrooper.
Whatever their class, though, there’s a
single common item that every soldier
carries. In Battlefield 1, that was a gas
mask. In V, it’s a building tool – a sign of
Fortnite’s influence on the game. With
this you can construct everything from
barbed wire to tank stoppers, and fortify
buildings that have been destroyed. This
aims to make map layouts more
dynamic, allowing players to
choose their own strongholds,
especially because artillery can
now be towed, meaning you can
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drag all your AA guns to one corner of
the map – or attempt a drive-by with a
mounted cannon.

Squad goals

Battlefield V wants to encourage players’
creativity, with more fluid moment-tomoment gameplay. Soldiers burst
through windows, as the house they’re
taking cover in has its walls shredded by
a machine gun, then chuck an ammo
pack into the waiting hands of a
squadmate and lob an enemy grenade
back the way it came, as planes drop
from the sky all around, crushing any
buildings they land on.
It’s a properly cinematic fantasy, which
DICE wants to sell to players with an

improved sense of physicality in every
detail. long grass bends as players sneak
through it – which could be helpful to a
watching sniper. A new revive animation
sees one player dragging their buddy into
a quiet corner before plunging a syringe
into their chest, Pulp-Fiction-style.
And speaking of revives, there’s a new
ability for squadmates to heal one
another, regardless of whether they’re an
assigned medic – that’s part of an
attempt to incentivise tighter teamwork.
Players will now bleed out rather than die
and, if that fails, respawn next to their
pals. Play together nicely and you can be
rewarded with everything from a vehicle
deployment to a lovely V-1 rocket to drop
on your foes.
Offering an extra way to bond with
your squad is the new Combined Arms
mode, a four-player co-operative
experience that promises a series of
dynamically-generated objectives to
keep your missions fresh and
challenging. DICE says this mode is
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Battlefield V
Battles have the same impressive scale
the series is known for, with dozens of
troops and vehicles clashing.

instant Reaction
Day one might see the attacking force
intended to be an easy on-ramp for
parachuting behind enemy lines from a
newer players, somewhere they can get
plane in order to sabotage the
together with mates and learn the
long-range artillery that’s holding back
blood-spattered ropes.
At the other end of the
the rest of their force. The more
spectrum, meanwhile, is
artillery they take down, the
Grand Operations, an
more vehicles and respawns
expansive rework of
they’ll have on day two –
representing the
Battlefield 1’s Operations
reinforcements freed from
mode. Taking place over
complete
four in-game ‘days’, players
suppressing fire. Day three
will move from one game to
might see the map
another, with the outcome of
destroyed by a bombing run,
every round impacting each
with one side able to take the
overall victory early with a decisive
team’s standing in the next. It’s one for
victory. Otherwise, with exhaustion
the dedicated and time-rich, for sure.

75%

taking over, both teams move to the
sudden death of Day 4. Players spawn
with limited ammunition and no
respawns, all tactical objectives forgotten
as they fight down to the last man.
It’s not just WWII that DICE is
approaching in a new way. Battlefield V
promises an overhaul of almost every
aspect of the series – even ditching the
‘premium pass’ that was previously
required to access new modes and maps.
Cosmetics will be the only purchasables.
If it can deliver on the fantasy of grand
cinematic battles that let players play the
way they want, this could truly be the war
to end all wars. ■ Alex Spencer

+

Whether you’re a vet or an
FNG, looking for a wartime
weepie or an action blockbuster,
DICE has you covered.

–

We’d happily never fight in
World War II again, even if
Battlefield does promise a fresh
take on the setting.

tHRill-O-MeteR

1 2 3 4 5
A promising return to gaming’s fave
real-world conflict. Conscript us!

For the first time, you can play as a woman from the jump. Predictably, certain
corners of the internet are already shrieking about this.
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